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- 1. Fieldwork as process – The Great Buddha

- 2. Digital Goes Mainstream                   where?

- 3. The Potential of Local Networks     how? 

- 4. Mundane Authenticity                      what?

• Fosci, Mattia et al. Emerging from Uncertainty:     
International Perspectives on the Impact of COVID-19             
on University Research. Springer Nature, 2020.

• Gomez Recio, Silvia and Chiara Colella. The World of      
Higher Education after COVID-19. Brussels: Yerun, 2020. 

Shao Mi, Bamboo, 1629, Minneapolis Institute of Art 



‘Turning “Sites of Remembrance” into “Sites of Imagination”: 
The Case of Hideyoshi’s Great Buddha’
Journal of Asian Humanities at Kyushu University 2 (2017): 125-35.





Ushiku ARCADIA, 
Ibaraki pref., 
100+20 m high.
Amitabha Buddha, 
completed 1993, by 
Jodo Shinshu Pure 
Land school



Design 
by Eric 
Raffy



Design boards for sutra reading space 
by Eric Raffy





Digital Goes Mainstream

- Research (and life) is already a blend of digital and analogue

- horizontalisation of access  ≠ democratization of access

- - funding schemes need to support digital infrastructure & DB access  

- - digital research skills need to be taught, funded and valorized for job hires
-

- Enhanced digital visibility now crucial for career advancement

- - launch your own website

- - potential to rethink our ‘scholarly apparatus’ through, for example,  ‘small-
gauge’ scholarship disseminated on blogs and podcasts. 

- Bernard Kredell, “Small-Gauge Scholarship: An Introduction,” Mediapolis 3:1 (2016).
-

- New visualization and analysis tools = new methodological possibilities

- AI image search, VR



#betweenartandquarantine
#tussenkunstenquarantaine 73.5k posts



Forakechi Yata
(Ichi Ban Studios, 
California), 
Eleanor, Carolyn 
and Rebecca 
Broadhead, ca. 
1885, folding 
screen, 160.2 x 188 
cm, Peabody 
Essex Museum



The Importance of Local Networks

- - Reframe your research to your local environment and actors

- - incentivized by increasing pressure for university communities 

- to connect with societal needs and non-academic communities

- - if research on Asia is to maintain relevance, it needs to stop 
insisting on the intrinsic value of studying exceptionalized
‘Asian’ topics 

- - Instead, we need to include within our research scope 

- phenomena characterized by hybridity and flow 







Felicitas Jung, Coursework for Material Cultures of Entertainment Media in 
Late-seventeenth-century Japan, IKO 2020. 



The poem is written in a notebook with pretty designed pages. I chose this page, 

because the bird and the red colour refer to the poem. Also, with the pretty bird next 

to it, the poem seems harmless and nice. But it is about a serious matter, which is 

often belittled. To write it, I used the same blue ink I usually use for notes, since the 

poem is about something I think about a lot. Also, I wrote readable since it is about 

an important matter.

The Poem refers to the diesel spillage in Russia, which caused a red colour in some 

rivers. It was caused by the melting of permafrost soil. And that again was caused by 

the climate change. The burning sun symbolizes the climate change and the too hot 

weather in Russia. The question “where are the sparrows?” refers to the dying of 

many species, which will get probably worse with all the human-caused damage of 

the nature. The sparrows and the colour red are the link to the kick-off poem, which 

refers to another current situation. Also, in my poem, us living in a cage, would be 

something positive, at least for the sparrows.





Mundane Authenticity

- - Replicas and reproductions, analogue or 
digital, are frowned upon –

- the emphasis is still on ‘primary’ sources 
with corresponding pedigree 

- - post-Latourian awareness of the 
subjective and narrative aspects of all 
research       bricolage

- - thinking with and through objects

- triangulation





• Ihara Saikaku‘s production as:

- examples of editorial strategy and  

meaning differentiation between formats

- meta-texts with references to 

text-bearing artefacts

•The field of tension between diverse materialities of the ‘Dance Libretto‘ 
(jp. mai no hon) genre throughout the seventeenth century (Trede)

B14: Interactive Media: Interdependencies 
between the Written/Painted and the Printed 

in Japan of the Long Seventeenth Century



Watanabe Saburō (designer), Collector’s envelope for 10 Yen stamp with design of 
Dancing girl from ‘Flower-Viewing Party’, 1962, 16.5 by 9.65 cm (envelope), 3.3 by 4.8 cm 
(stamp), colour offset print with red ink seal (envelope), 4-colour photogravure (stamp)



Kanō Naganobu, Merry-making under Cherry and Aronia Blossoms, 
1610s, pair of six-fold screens, 148.8 by 356.8 cm each, 

museum display view

electric light vs. candlelight



Glass negative of right screen of ‘Merry-making under Cherry and Aronia 
Blossoms,’ 1911, glass negative, 25.3 by 30 cm,  画像提供／文化財活用
センター、東京国立博物館



Replica including digital recolorisation of two lost panels, 2020, 
video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9ESCNgcKdo


Collector’s editions of Philatelic Week commemorative stamps



Kanō Naganobu, Merry-
making under Cherry and 
Aronia Blossoms, 1610s, 
left of pair of six-fold 
screens, 148.8 by 356.8 
cm, ink and colour on 
washi paper, National 
Treasure, Tokyo National 
Museum, detail

‘screen vision’

‘single field of vision 
scene’

Ōta Shoko 1995 pp. 86-95







Optical 
investigation of 
printing 
processes with 
portable 
microscope, 
100x



Detail of sleeve 
on seal, 

100x magnified



Detail of edge of fan on 
stamp, 100x magnified



• While promoting stamp collecting, art-themed stamps constitute an alternative 
art historiographical practice (flattening, fragmentation, reiterative remediation)

•

• Philatelic practices (optical investigation, haptic knowledge) 

offer a model for researching art and material culture

• Such collector’s items encapsulate the overlapping materiality of printed media in 
contemporary Japan, instigate fresh views on the initial materiality of the source 
image in early modern Japan, and prefigure the interplay between authenticity 
and simulation in the digital age. 

•





Conversation points

- Once-in-a-generation opportunity to reassess and transform 
research practices. 

- We need to engage with emerging knowledge-making 
practices with a more collaborative and open-access mindset. 

- Performance-as-research by involving our bodies and 
biographies in the research process.

- Need for more direct and open involvement 

in the shaping of our object of inquiry

- Temporary adjustments need to be                                     
made permanent as our identities and 

circumstances are increasingly fluid

Thank you!


